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Abstract
We study the roles of pions for neutrinoless double /3 decay in nuclei, which

provides constraints on the physics beyond the Standard Model such as neutrino
masses and i?-parity violation SUSY parameters. The effective meson-nucleon
Lagrangian which describes the neutrinoless double /3 decay is constructed, as-
suming the Oi/fifi decay is driven by the heavy particle exchange between quarks.
In addition to the conventional two-nucleon contact interaction which is sup-
pressed by the NN hard core potential, we consider the pion-nucleon Yukawa
term and the pion exchange current term. Making use of the soft pion theorem,
it is found that dominant contribution comes from the pion-nucleon Yukawa
term. The pion exchange current gives a negligible contribution in the case of
the heavy Majorana neutrino exchange, while it provides a crucial contribution
within the .R-parity violating SUSY.

Introduction
There exist several possible mechanisms to generate the neutrinoless double /? decay

(0J//?/3) beyond the Standard Model. Most popular process is induced by the exchange

of the massive (Majorana) neutrinos[l] shown in Fig.l. In this scenario, both light and

heavy neutrinos contribute to the 0vftf3 decay, and their masses and mixing angles can

be extracted from the experiments. Another one originates from the .R-parity violating

supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (SUSY) [2], in which the Ou/3^ is

mediated by the superparticles illustrated in Fig.2. If the i?-parity is conserved, for

example, the lightest superparticle could be a good candidate of the dark matter. Thus,

the experimental test for the imparity conservation is of great interest.
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Figure 1: Ovflfl decay in massive
Majorana neutrino mechanism

Mil
Figure 2: Typical diagram for 0vf3fl de-
cay in imparity violating SUSY

In this work, we consider only the exchange of the heavy particles between quarks

to generate the Ovfi/3 decay. To make theoretical predictions to be compared with the
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experiment, we need the following steps. First, we construct the low energy effective

Lagrangian for quarks and gluons by integrating out the heavy particles degrees of

freedom such as the heavy Majorana neutrino or the superparticles. Then, the effec-

tive Lagrangian at the hadronic level in terms of baryons and mesons are constructed

by taking into account the quark-gluon structure of the hadrons. Finally, we apply

the resulting hadronic Lagrangian to the nuclear many body system, and evaluate the

transition matrix elements in nuclei, %X —>§+2 ^ + 2e~. We try to construct a possi-

ble effective Lagrangian for the hadrons, dealing with the pion-nucleon dynamics and

the Of Pp interaction consistently. We remark the procedure presented here is rather

general and can be applied to any model beyond the Standard Model.

Construction of the effective Lagrangian
Integrating out the heavy neutrino or the superparticles degrees of freedom, one

can find that the effective quark-lepton Lagrangian is given by the local interaction

between 4-quarks and 2-electrons. The low energy effective Lagrangian, in which the

decay is caused by the subprocess dd —> uu + 2e~, can be written as,

c"[ere1 K"r

where F denote the gamma matrices determined by the original theory. For the massive

neutrino exchange model, it has the standard (V — A) Dirac structure, while S, P and T

structure appear within the i?-parity violating SUSY. Cij are expressed by the coupling

constants of the original models, for example neutrino masses or the .ft-parity violating

coupling A'ni.

We then construct the effective meson-nucleon Lagrangian to describe the dd —>

uu + 2e~ process shown in Fig.l and 2. The general from of the Lagrangian to induce

nn —> pp + 2e~ can be written as

C-Had — &2N + &N-K + ^2ir (2)

The first term represents the 6-point interaction between nucleons and electrons shown

in Fig.3, which can be obtained by simply replacing u and d quarks with p and n,

respectively;

pY3n] [ elV] (3)

where F is againn the appropriate gamma matrices. Contributions of this term to

nuclear decay matrix elements can be evaluated[l, 2]. However, this transition would

be suppressed very much by the nucleon-nucleon hard core potential [3], although the

transition matrix element does not vanish due to the finite size of nucleons.
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Figure 3: C2N Figure 4: CN-K Figure 5: Pion exchange
current £2TT

We emphasize here that the short range nature of the Ov/3/3 interaction at the

quark level never means the short range interaction between nucleons. It is possible

to introduce other degrees of freedom, namely, mesons. Considering only the pions

which plays the most important roles at the low energy, one can add two possible

contributions CN* and Cow as

G2

l eTec \ANv pn ir~ + B^pi^n TT~ (4)2mp

These contributions are schematically shown in Fig.4 and 5, respectively. In order to

fix unknown coupling constants, AN-K-, BM^, ^2TT? of the effective hadronic Lagrangian,

we exploit the matching conditions;

(6)

(ir+2e-\Cquark\n-) = (7r+2e-|£2ff|7r-) (7)

where Cquark stands for the Lagrangian eq. (1) which involves quark and lepton fields

explicitly. These equations relate the coupling constants of the effective hadronic La-

grangian with the coupling constants of the original Lagrangian, for example .R-parity

violating coupling or the heavy neutrino mass. Our task here is to calculate the left

hand side of eqs. (6,7) using some non-perturbative method based on QCD, and deter-

mine the values of the coupling constants, A{, B{.

We make use of the soft pion theorem based on the current algebra which is proved

to work very well for the pionic hyperon decay process of the standard weak theory.

Using the reduction formula and the PCAC relation, one gets

(pna\O\n) = J

^^Jd'xA^x)^ \n

>* (p \T {^(x) , O(0)} \n) (8)
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where O = [uPd uT^d] is the any 4-quark operator appeared in the quark level La-

grangian of eq. (1). One can see that the first term of eq. (8) corresponds to the so

called commutator term. The second one provides the baryon pole contribution by

inserting the intermediate baryon states between A^x) and O(0). In the present case,

the intermediate states are assumed to be identified with A resonances. We note that

the A / = 1 / 2 enhancement of the non-leptonic weak hyperon decay is well reproduced

within the same approximation scheme.

e
*\ V

Figure 6: First term of Figure 7: Second term of eq. (8). Intermediate baryon
eq. (8) states are assumed to be A.

Matrix elements of eq. (8) can be evaluated by employing the wave function of

the quark models. By doing so, we can relate the coupling constants of the hadronic

Lagrangian with the fundamental parameters of the theory, and calculate thee Ov/3/3

decay transition matrix elements using the suitable nuclear physics technique. For

example, the coupling constants in the imparity violating SUSY is given in ref. [4].

It was found that the pion-nucleon term CNV is enhanced very much compared with

the previous calculations. This difference could change the upper bound of the A'in
considerably.

We also point out that the pion exchange current JC2TT provides the large contribution

in the case of the S, P interaction (e.g. in SUSY), while its contribution is negligible

when the interaction is the V — A type. This is simply due to the partial conservation

of the axial-vector current in QCD. The matrix element of the axial-vector current

between the pion states is proportional to the pion momentum q, which is small. For

the S or P interaction, such an accidental suppression does not happen, and the pion

exchange current contributions are comparable with others.

Conclusions
We have studied the meson-nucleon effective interaction in order to describe the

Ov/3/3 decay in nuclei. We generally construct the effective Lagrangian with the pion

and nucleon, which is divided into three parts, two nucleon contact term, pion-nucleon

Yukawa term and the two pion contact term. We have developed the method to cal-

culate the transition matrix elements using the technique based on the current algebra

which is proved to provide a reasonable description for the non-leptonic weak decay

of hyperons. Our treatment can be applicable to any model that generates the Qvf3/3
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decay. To carry out the realistic calculation of the 0vf3(3 matrix elements in nuclei, all

the processes arising from C,2N-,£N-K
 an<^ £2^ should be consistently taken into account

in any model.
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